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Abstract: The human Hepatitis Delta Virus (HDV) is unique among all viral pathogens. Encoding
only one protein (Hepatitis Delta Antigen; HDAg) within its viroid-like self-complementary RNA,
HDV constitutes the smallest known virus in the animal kingdom. To disseminate in its host, HDV
depends on a helper virus, the human Hepatitis B virus (HBV), which provides the envelope proteins
required for HDV assembly. HDV affects an estimated 15–20 million out of the 240 million chronic
HBV-carriers and disperses unequally in disparate geographical regions of the world. The disease it
causes (chronic Hepatitis D) presents as the most severe form of viral hepatitis, leading to accelerated
progression of liver dysfunction including cirrhosis and hepatocellular carcinoma and a high mortality
rate. The lack of approved drugs interfering with specific steps of HDV replication poses a high
burden for gaining insights into the molecular biology of the virus and, consequently, the development
of specific novel medications that resiliently control HDV replication or, in the best case, functionally
cure HDV infection or HBV/HDV co-infection. This review summarizes our current knowledge of
HBV molecular biology, presents an update on novel cell culture and animal models to study the
virus and provides updates on the clinical development of the three developmental drugs Lonafarnib,
REP2139-Ca and Myrcludex B.
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1. Introduction

Hepatitis Delta Virus (HDV), the only member of the genus Deltavirus and the causative agent
for chronic Hepatitis D (CHD), represents the smallest known animal virus and shows peculiar
characteristics in both its morphology and replication cycle. HDV is a satellite virus/virusoid of
the human Hepatitis B Virus (HBV) as it requires the HBV envelope proteins (HBsAg) to form virus
particles. Accordingly, HDV infection either establishes as a superinfection of an HBV-carrier or by
simultaneous contact with HBV and HDV (see Table 1 for a characterization of both viruses). Originally
discovered in 1977 [1], HDV is still a neglected pathogen, although it causes the most severe form of
viral hepatitis. Presently, about 15–20 million people worldwide are chronically infected with HDV,
which is more than half the number of HIV-infected individuals. In contrast to HIV, these patients still
lack appropriate treatment options and show a pronounced reduction in their life expectation [2,3].
In this review, we summarize the current knowledge about the HDV molecular virology, HDV infection
models in research, global epidemiology and finally provide an outlook of current investigational
antiviral drugs in clinical development.
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Table 1. Characteristics of Hepatitis B and Delta Viruses.

Hepatitis B Virus (HBV) Hepatitis Delta Virus (HDV)

Family
Genus

Hepadnaviridae
Orthohepadnaviruses

Unassigned
Deltavirus

Genome relaxed circular partially
double-stranded DNA ca. 3.2 kbp single-stranded (−) RNA 1.7 kb

Virus-Encoded Proteins HBcAg, HBeAg, pol, HBx,
L-/M-/S-HBsAg L-/S-HDAg

Cellular Receptors HSPG, hNTCP HSPG, hNTCP

Chronically Infected
Individuals Worldwide 240 million 15–20 million

(co-infected with HBV)

Vaccine Available Yes HBV vaccine

Curative Therapy Available No No

HBcAg: Hepatitis B core antigen; HBeAg: Hepatitis B e antigen; HBsAg: Hepatitis B surface antigen; pol: polymerase;
HBx: Hepatitis B x protein; HDAg: Hepatitis Delta antigen; HSPG: heparan sulfate proteoglycan; hNTCP: human
sodium taurocholate cotransporting polypeptide.

2. Molecular Virology

2.1. Virus Structure

The Hepatitis Delta virion comprises a circular, single-stranded, negative sense RNA, composed
of 1672–1697 nucleotides, dependent on the genotype. The genome is viroid-like, due to a high degree
(~74%) of intramolecular base pairing [4–6]. Both forms of the virally-encoded Hepatitis Delta Antigen
(HDAg), small (S-)HDAg and large (L-)HDAg, are associated with the genomic RNA (having negative
polarity), thereby forming the viral ribonucleoprotein (RNP) complex. This RNP becomes enveloped
by a lipid bilayer derived from the host endoplasmic reticulum, carrying the three HBV envelope
proteins small (S-)HBsAg, middle (M-)HBsAg and large (L-)HBsAg to assemble into an infectious
HDV particle Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of HBV and HDV virions. Both virions share the same envelope
proteins, the S-, M- and L-HBsAg. L-HBsAg is composed of S-HBsAg (brown) with two N-terminal
elongations: preS2 (orange) and the N-terminally myristoylated preS1 (yellow).

Envelope proteins and RNP associate via a lipid farnesyl-moiety on the L-HDAg that directly
binds to a cytoplasmic loop of the S-HBsAg. In total, the HD virion, which measures 35–37 nm in
diameter, is slightly smaller than the HBV particle with 42 nm but larger in diameter than the HBV
22 nm subviral particles (spheres, filaments) that are found in excess in the serum of HBV-infected
patients [7].
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2.2. Viral Replication Cycle

HDV and HBV show a distinct liver tropism by usage of the same envelope proteins and consequently
share two essential host factors for viral entry. After entering the Space of Dissé, the virions attach
to cellular heparan-sulfate proteoglycans (HSPGs), mediated by both the preS1 domain of the viral
L-HBsAg and the antigenic loop of the S-domain [8–11]. Some evidence suggests that Glypican-5 is a
major but not the only core HSPG for attachment [12]. After HSPG interaction, the virion switches
to its hepatocyte-specific receptor human sodium taurocholate cotransporting polypeptide (hNTCP)
and irreversibly binds via the myristoylated N-terminal preS1 region of the L-HBsAg [13,14]. As
a hepatocyte-specific bile salt transporter with basolateral localization, hNTCP not only mediates
liver tropism of both HBV and HDV but also plays an important role in species-specificity of the two
viruses, since only the hNTCP but not NTCP homologues from mouse, rat, macaque or pig, support
virus entry [13,15–17]. While mouse and rat NTCP still support binding to the HBVpreS-domain,
pig and cynomolgus NTCP are completely deficient in preS-binding [15], a fact that could be related
to distinct species-specific sequence diversities within the respective NTCP proteins [13]. HDV is
taken up into the hepatocyte by so far ill-characterized processes and the viral membrane fuses most
probably with the endosomal membrane to release the RNP. Once in the cytoplasm, the genomic
RNP complex is transported to the nucleus, guided by a nuclear localization signal within the
HDAg [18,19]. RNA replication occurs exclusively in the nucleus and is mediated by host
DNA-dependent RNA polymerases (probably RNA pol II), as HDV does not encode its own
RNA-dependent RNA polymerase [20,21]. During a first rolling-circle replication strategy, multimers
of antigenomic RNA sequences are transcribed and cleaved to uniform one-unit length by the viral
ribozyme encoded in the antigenomic strand [22,23]. Circularization of the monomers is mediated
by the ribozyme but also cellular ligases might play a role. In the second rolling-circle replication,
multimers of genomic polarity a transcribed using the antigenomic templates and cleaved by a second
viral ribozyme encoded in the genomic strand. The HDV genome contains one open reading frame
(ORF), which is located on the antigenomic strand and encodes the S-HDAg. Translation of S-HDAg,
however, does not occur from the antigenomic RNA, as this is located exclusively in the nucleus, but
from a 5′-capped and 3′-polyadenylated ~800 nt mRNA that is transcribed and exported into the
cytoplasm [24–26]. During replication, the antigenomic RNA becomes edited by the cellular enzyme
Adenosine Deaminase Acting on RNA (ADAR1), which catalyzes the mutation of the S-HDAg ORF
stop codon (UAG) to a tryptophan codon (UGG) leading to the 3′ elongation of the ORF [27–29].
The resulting mRNA leads to L-HDAg protein comprising an S-HDAg with a 19/20 amino acid
C-terminal elongation (genotype dependent). This extension contains a nuclear export signal and an
HBsAg binding motif through a prenylation site at Cys211, which is post-translationally farnesylated
by a cellular farnesyltransferase [30,31]. Farnesylated L-HDAg downregulates viral replication, drives
the viral replication cycle towards assembly and is required for assembly as it interacts with the
cytosolic loop of the HBsAg during envelopment [32,33]. As replication proceeds, genomic RNA in
complex with HDAg is exported from the nucleus, probably by nuclear export factor 1 (TAP) and the
cellular RNA export factor REF/Aly [34]. Assembly of HDV particles can only take place in HBV
co-infected cells, as HBsAg is required for envelopment. However, HBsAg might also be provided
by defective HBV genomic integrates that do not encode full HBV pregenomic RNA but still encode
self-assembly competent HBV envelope proteins [35]. Functional, infectious particles are enveloped
with both L-HBsAg and S-HBsAg. In principle, only the S-HBsAg is required for HDV envelopment
(in contrast to HBV, which requires also L-HBsAg), however, as the L-HBsAg is crucial for infectivity,
particles enveloped in only S-HBsAg remain non-infectious although they may contribute to the “viral
load” in infected patients [36,37]. Enveloped particles are subsequently secreted from cells. Whether
this occurs via the classical secretion pathway (like for SVPs) or via multivesicular bodies (like for HBV)
remains unclear. See Lempp et al. [38] for a schematic representation of the viral replication cycle.
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3. HDV Infection Models

3.1. In Vitro Infection Models

Before the discovery of the cellular receptor hNTCP, cell culture models for HDV were limited
either to transfection based systems or infection of HepaRG cells and primary human hepatocytes
(PHH), which are scarce in availability and show broad heterogeneity between donors [39–41].
Common liver cell lines like HuH7 and HepG2 are resistant to HDV infection as they lost NTCP
expression. After the cloning and sequencing of a complete HDV genome in the 1980s, cells transfected
with HDV-encoding plasmids or naked HDV RNA were the first in vitro models to study viral
replication (Table 2). Both liver and non-liver cell lines replicate HDV when transfected with a HDV
cDNA plasmid [42]. When cells are transfected with in vitro transcribed HDV RNA, only those cells
that additionally express S-HDAg are able to replicate HDV, emphasizing the importance of HDAg for
HDV replication [43]. Cells transfected with both plasmids coding the HDV cDNA as well as plasmids
coding the HBV surface proteins, replicate HDV and secrete infectious particles [44,45]. Functional
particles can even be assembled with HBsAg derived from a natural stable HBV integrate when HDV
cDNA is transfected [35].

Table 2. In vitro models for HDV infection.

Model Entry Repli-Cation Progeny
Release Pros Cons Ref.

Transfected
HuH7 − + + 1 Easy access/handling Does not reflect

authentic infection [42–45]

PHH + + + 2 Natural host; most
physiological

Limited availability;
High donor-to-donor

variability
[39–41]

HepaRG + + + 2
Exhibit some hepatic

function; fully support
innate immunity

Requires elaborate
differentiation protocol;

only hepatocyte-like
cells are susceptible

[46]

HuH7/
HepG2-hNTCP + + + 2 Easy access/handling;

efficient infection
Only partially resemble

hepatocytes [13]

Stem-cell
derived

hepatocytes
+ + ?

Same donor can be used
for different experiments;
physiologically close to

PHH

Requires elaborate
differentiation protocol;

ethical concerns in
some countries

[47–51]

1 when co-transfected with a plasmid encoding HBsAg; 2 when co-infected with HBV. PHH: primary human
hepatocytes.

Initially isolated from an HCV-infected patient, the HepaRG cell line was the first immortalized
cell line that showed susceptibility to HBV and HDV infection. During a 4-week differentiation
protocol, biliary cells and hepatocyte-like cells are formed that present many characteristics of fully
differentiated hepatocytes including polarization, expression of hepatocyte markers and formation of
bile canaliculi [46]. HepaRG cells have been used to elucidate the viral entry process [8,41], to analyze
drug candidates and to analyze innate immune activation during HDV infection [52]. The identification
of hNTCP lead to the stable reconstitution of liver-derived hepatoma cell lines expressing the receptor
(HepG2-hNTCP, HuH7-hNTCP), thereby becoming susceptible to both HBV and HDV [13]. These cell
lines are easy-to-handle, show susceptibility to HDV infection at rates up to 30% and even support
innate immune activation to some extent (e.g., for HepG2 cells). All hNTCP-expressing cell lines are
susceptible to HDV mono-infection. The virus can enter the cells, start replication and express HDAg
in the nucleus. Subsequent steps including assembly and release of progeny virus are blocked as
they lack HBsAg. HepG2 cells stably expressing both hNTCP and HBsAg (large and small) support
the full HDV replication cycle including progeny release, which can be quantified by re-infection
experiments. These cell lines, which are currently being developed, are suitable for high-content
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screening approaches as all steps within the viral life cycle can be addressed [53]. More recently,
stem-cell derived hepatocytes have been described as a novel HBV infection system. These hepatocytes
are differentiated in vitro from either embryonic or induced pluripotent human stem cells. After
differentiation, the cells endogenously express NTCP and become susceptible to HBV infection at
similar levels than PHH [47–51]. Susceptibility to HDV has not been shown yet but is likely. A major
advantage of stem-cell derived hepatocytes compared to PHH is the reproducibility and the possibility
to obtain them from donors with defined polymorphisms of interest. However, differentiation protocols
are complex and time-consuming and ethical restrictions apply in some countries considering the
work with embryonic stem cells.

3.2. In Vivo Infection Models

HDV, similar to HBV, exhibits a narrow host range, naturally infecting only members of the
great apes (human, chimpanzee) but not common laboratory animals like mice, rats or macaques.
Accordingly, the chimpanzee has been the primary in vivo HDV infection model for transmission
studies and the analysis of infectivity of cloned HDV cDNA [54–56] (Table 3). Although it remains
the only immunocompetent animal model for HDV and HBV, all experiments with chimpanzees
for biomedical research have been stopped due to ethical considerations. Remarkably, the eastern
woodchuck can be infected at a low level with HDV [57]. This early observation is consistent with the
recent observation that woodchuck NTCP supports low levels of HDV infection [58]. When co-infected
with the Woodchuck Hepatitis Virus (WHV), a relative of HBV within the genus orthohepadnaviruses, the
replicating HDV RNP can be packaged into the WHV envelope and secreted into the serum, where it
infects neighboring hepatocytes with much higher efficiency than the initial HDV. Although this model
is suitable to address some specific questions, e.g., related to the development of HDAg-specific
therapeutic vaccines [59], it relies on WHV and not HBV. One major difference between both
viruses is that the WHV envelope proteins probably recognize a receptor different from hNTCP
and therefore the model cannot be applied to study the natural infection/co-infection of HBV and
HDV. Transgenic mouse models were generated that encode in their genomes either the HDAg
ORF [60] or carry integrates with a replication-competent dimer of the full HDV genomic sequence [61].
Neither HDAg-expression nor replicating HDV led to the development of hepatitis or showed any
histopathological evidence for disease. An interesting aspect of the latter study was the notion that
the HDV genome was able to replicate in many different tissues with the highest replication levels
not even in the liver but in the skeletal muscle, indicating that the natural tissue tropism of HDV
is predominantly mediated by the HBV-envelope proteins. Liver specific HDV replication can also
be achieved by hydrodynamic injection of plasmids or naked RNA encoding the HDV genome [62].
Through co-injection of HDV- and HBsAg- encoding plasmids, assembly and release of HDV particles
can be observed. Release of particles can be inhibited by prenylation inhibitors [63]. However, viral
spread does not occur in these systems because mouse NTCP does not confer susceptibility to HDV.
After the discovery of hNTCP as a bona fide receptor and the finding that mouse NTCP does not
support entry [13,17], transgenic mice expressing human NTCP were generated and showed low-level
susceptibility to HDV (but still no susceptibility to HBV) infection [64,65]. However, these studies also
revealed several additional restraints: (i) only very young mice could be infected; (ii) high virus inocula
were required and (iii) infection was transient and cleared after 20 days. Currently, the most widely
used murine in vivo models are liver chimeric mice. These mice either have a genetic defect leading
to a growth disadvantage of mouse hepatocytes or have a pronounced sensibility to toxic agents
specifically affecting the mouse hepatocytes. This permits partial repopulation of the murine liver with
HBV- and HDV-susceptible human hepatocytes [66]. All of the mice have an immune deficient genetic
background (mostly SCID or NOG), which ensures that the human hepatocyte graft is not rejected.
As liver chimeric mice are susceptible to both viruses, HDV monoinfection, HDV/HBV co-infection
and even superinfection can be studied in this model [67], which has also shown that HDV is a potent
activator of the host innate immunity [68].
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Table 3. In vivo models for HDV infection.

Model Entry HBV
Co-Infection

Immuno-
Competent Pros Cons Ref.

Chimpanzee + + + Immunocompetent
infection model Ethical considerations [54–56]

Woodchuck +/- + 1 + Immunocompetent
infection model

Relies on WHV rather than
HBV envelope [57,59,69]

HDV/
HDAg-transgenic

mice
- - +

Stable mouse lines;
tissue-specific expression

can be analyzed
No virus infection/spread [60,61]

Hydrodynamic
injection - - +

Fast and easy way to
deliver nucleic acids to

the liver

No virus infection/spread;
harmful to the animal [62,63]

AAV-HDV
transduction - - + Allows studies of host

virus interactions in vivo
No authentic infection

system [70]

Liver-chimeric
mice + + -

Authentic HBV/HDV
infection; allows for
long-term infections

No adaptive immunity;
very sophisticated model [66,67]

hNTCP mice + - +
Immunocompetent
transgenic infection

system

Low infection rates,
transient infection [64,65]

Macaque/pig
hNTCP-transduced + + +

Immunocompetent
models allowing

authentic infection

Only in vitro data available
so far; sophisticated animal

models
[15,71]

1 Co-infection only with WHV, not with HBV. WHV: Woodchuck Hepatitis Virus.

Liver chimeric mice are important infection models that allow studying many aspects of the viral
life cycles, except for immunopathogenesis, development of liver disease/HCC and evaluation of
vaccines. However, the model is complex, depends on the availability of PHH and experiments are
time consuming. Recently, we showed in vitro that NTCP is the only factor restricting HBV/HDV
infection in macaque and pig hepatocytes [15,71]. NTCPs from both species do not support viral entry,
however, when primary hepatocytes of macaque or pig are transduced to express hNTCP, these cells
become fully susceptible to both viruses. Accordingly, hNTCP-transduced macaques and pigs could
become the first immunocompetent animal models that support infection with both viruses.

4. Epidemiology

HDV like HBV transmits via the parenteral route, through contact with infectious body fluids e.g.,
blood, semen or vaginal fluid. Vertical transmission from mother to child is possible but rare [72,73].
As all chronically HDV-infected patients are co-infected with HBV, prevalence data of HDV is given as
percentage of HDV-positive patients in HBsAg-positive individuals. Worldwide, an estimated 5% of
HBsAg-carriers are co-infected with HDV, which corresponds to ~15 million individuals. Geographical
distribution varies considerably, with very high prevalence rates (>20%) in the Amazon Basin in
South America, Central Africa, Iran, Pakistan, Eastern Turkey and Mongolia [74,75]. In Europe,
prevalence rates range between ~1% (Finland, Slovenia) and 25% (Romania) (see Figure 2). Since
the HBV vaccination programs in the 1980s, HDV prevalence rates have dropped in many European
countries e.g., in Italy from 25% in 1983 to 9% in 2014 [76,77]. In Central Europe, immigration accounts
for a large proportion of chronic HDV-infected patients, a study in Germany showed that 75% of
HDV-positive patients have migrated from Turkey or Eastern Europe [78].
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Figure 2. HDV prevalence in HBsAg-carriers in Europe. Prevalence of anti-HDV antibodies detected
in chronic HBV carriers. Black circles indicate the number of HBV patients that were included in
the respective prevalence studies (or combined number of patients, when more than one study was
available). See [79] for a worldwide prevalence map. Raw map file is distributed under the Creative
Commons (Attribution 3.0) license (http://freedesignfile.com).

Recent data from the Unites Stated suggest HDV prevalence rates similar to those in Europe,
ranging from 3–8% [80,81]. In China, a country with high HBV endemicity, HDV prevalence rates of
1–9% have been described [82–85]. Solid prevalence data from Russia are still lacking, although Russia
is a country with intermediate (2–7%) HBV prevalence [86]. The few studies published so far suggest
HDV prevalence rates of 5–16% [87–89]. A major problem of HDV diagnosis remains the low testing
rates in HBV-infected individuals in different countries. In principle, every HBsAg-positive individual
should be tested for the presence of anti-HDV antibodies and, if positive, for HDV RNA to confirm
active viral replication. However, many hospitals do not routinely check for the anti-HDV antibody
status of HBV patients and testing rates therefore vary dramatically (e.g., only 35% HBsAg-positive
individuals were tested in Greece [90], only 8% in a study from the US [81] and 40–99% in the UK [91]).
Reasons for the testing reluctance might be unawareness and labor-intense diagnostic tests (mostly
manual ELISAs) at high costs. Moreover, the current lack of an effective therapy for chronic Hepatitis
D may be another hurdle to routinely implement full coverage of HBV and HDV diagnostics.

5. Current Treatment Options and Drugs in Development

5.1. Current Treatment Options

At present treatment options for chronic Hepatitis D patients are limited to interferon-alpha
(IFNα), [92] and its improved derivative pegylated IFNα (pegIFNα) [93]. Due to the advanced disease
state of the liver in many HDV patients, only a minority of these are eligible for IFNα treatment.
To control at least the HBV-related disease progression, nucleoside/tide analogues (NUCs) with
a low barrier to resistance (e.g., tenofovir or entecavir) can be regarded as a possible treatment
option for patients with considerable HBV replication [94]. Remarkably, treatment with tenofovir in
HDV/HBV-infected patients co-infected with HIV showed marked reductions in HDV viremia [95].
Since NUCs do not directly affect the helper function of HBV (envelope protein expression from ccc-
or integrated HBV-DNA), they cannot suppress HDV assembly in infected cells. Moreover, since

http://freedesignfile.com
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these drugs specifically act on the HBV reverse transcriptase, they have no direct effect on HDV RNA
replication (unpublished data). The partial efficacy of IFNα in HDV/HBV co-infected patients can
be attributed to two mechanistically distinguishable modes of IFNα activity. First, IFNα can directly
suppress HDV replication to some extent by a still undefined mechanism, as has been shown in
in vitro studies (unpublished data) and in clinical trials [96–98]. Second, in a clinical context, IFN and
pegIFNα can—in very rare cases—induce negativation of HBsAg, possibly through elimination of
HBsAg producing hepatocytes. These might be covalently closed circular DNA (cccDNA)-positive
cells or cells with integrated HBV DNA encoding HBsAg. This sustained suppressed state of HBsAg
is defined as a “functional cure” of both HBV and HDV infection and is achieved in less than 1% of
HBeAg negative patients under NUC treatment [99].

Approaches to combine IFNα with nucleoside analogs in order to improve the therapeutic
outcome were investigated in two clinical trials. In the HIDIT-1 trial IFNα monotherapy was
compared to combination of pegIFNα with adefovir (ADV)—a first generation NUC—or ADV alone
for 48 weeks. Patients experienced RNA negativation in 31%, 26% and 0% of cases 24 weeks after
drug withdrawal [93]. Unfortunately, 56% of these RNA negative patients relapsed during long-term
follow-up indicating that HDV clearance without HBsAg-negativation cannot be accomplished [100]
and a state of “sustained virological response”, as achieved after DAA-therapy in HCV-infected patients
cannot be defined for HDV patients. Prolonged treatment with pegIFNα alone or in combination
with tenofovir for 96 weeks (HIDIT-2 study), showed no improvement in treatment outcome but
was associated with a higher frequency of IFNα-related serious adverse events [101]. Considering
the severe side effects induced by IFNα, the alternative was raised of using IFN-λ for treating a
subpopulation of IFNα non-eligible HDV patients. A clinical trial evaluating the activity of this
cytokine has recently been initiated in HDV/HBV-co-infected patients. Nevertheless, the generally
low treatment responses of IFNα and the limited eligibility of many patients for IFNα-treatment poses
the challenge of developing more specific novel therapeutic approaches to durably control or, in the
best case, functionally cure HDV infection. Such future therapies could principally aim at controlling
HBsAg-secretion in order to control the helper function of HBV, HBV/HDV-entry to prevent the de
novo formation of HBV cccDNA or HDV RNA replicative intermediates to directly or indirectly target
the HDV replicative life cycle (see below).

5.2. Possible Targets to Interfere with HDV Replication

Antivirals affecting HDV replication can address host or virus specific factors, with the latter
acting either specifically on HDV or indirectly through reduction of HBs particles release. Since host
specific enzymes (like Pol-II or farnesyl transferase) catalyze many steps in the HDV replication cycle,
drugs that directly act on viral intermediates may be limited and in fact have not been described so far.
This lack of knowledge is also related to the fact that HDV replication systems were lacking for a long
time [13,14,53]. Nevertheless, we cannot exclude that such substances might be identified through
application of NTCP-based screening systems in the future [12].

5.2.1. Viral factors

Since HDV uses the cellular RNA Pol II as its replication enzyme [102] the development of
drugs directly targeting RNA replication is not achievable. However, the processing of the oligomeric
linear HDV RNA intermediates or cleavage and ligation of the monomeric HDV RNA depends on
the activity of two RNA-encoded ribozymes. Inhibition of other ribozymes by small molecules has
been described before [103] and might represent a feasible way of directly affecting HDV replication.
However, such inhibitors have not yet entered the clinical state. An alternative approach could be
siRNA- or shRNA-mediated therapeutic silencing of HDV RNA intermediates (e.g., by targeting the
mRNA of HDAg) in patients. The feasibility and efficacy of such strategies has been demonstrated
in animal models of HBV and clinical trials [104,105]. However, attention has to be paid on safety
issues of of the applied hepatocyte-specific delivery systems. Besides viral RNAs the large and the
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small HDAgs are suitable targets to interfere with HDV replication. Since both antigens participate at
various steps in HDV replication (see Section 2.2) they might act through multiple modes of action.
No such compounds have been developed so far.

5.2.2. Host Factors

So far, only a few of probably many unknown HDV-related host factors are described [106].
Interestingly, two of the three novel therapeutic agents presently investigated in clinical trials
(Myrcludex B and Lonafarnib; see below) address such factors. Myrcludex B specifically blocks the
HDV/HBV receptor function of hNTCP [13,14] and in doing so, prevents virus-dependent intrahepatic
spread. Lonafarnib inhibits prenylation of the L-HDAg through inhibition of Farnesyltransferease,
a cellular enzyme essential for the prenylation of cellular factors (e.g., c-Ras). It thereby prevents the
envelopment and release of HDV RNP-complexes.

HDV in contrast to HBV induces strong innate immune responses in infected hepatocytes [52,65,68]
and in an AAV-based mouse model [70]. Activation predominantly proceeds via IFNβ and IFNλ.
Recognition of HDV by the cell is achieved by MDA5 [107]. Thus, HDV evolutionary adapted to
replicate in IFN-activated state raising the question by which mechanisms IFNα-therapy of HDV
patients leads to a reduction of HDV RNA-serum levels. Besides activation of cellular immune response
against HDV-infected cells (which obviously does not result in a complete elimination of HDV-infected
cells as we know from the clinical data of IFNα-therapy), one explanation could be a non-HDV-related
effect of IFNα resulting in killing of hepatocytes. Regarding future treatment approaches using IFNλ,
one has to consider that this cytokine is already constantly induced by HDV itself. An advantage of
using IFNλ could therefore be its improved liver specificity and its possible combination with other
drugs aiming at eliminating HDV [108].

5.3. Novel Treatment Options for Chronic Hepatitis D Virus Infections

Three novel drugs are currently investigated in phase II trials in chronic HDV-infected patients
(Table 4). (1) Lonafarnib, an orally administered prenylation inhibitor preventing the egress of
enveloped HDV particles [109–111]. (2) Nucleic acid polymers like REP2139-Ca, which is administered
intravenously and has been described to affect the HBsAg but presumably exhibits additional modes of
action [112–115]. (3) Myrcludex B, a subcutaneously delivered myristoylated L-HBsAg-derived 47-mer
lipopetide, which irreversibly blocks the NTCP receptor of HDV (and HBV) thereby preventing de
novo formation of HDV RNA- and cccDNA in naïve and regenerating hepatocytes. All three drugs are
being evaluated alone or in combination with pegIFNα and/or a NUC like tenofovir but—so far—not
in combination with each other. Follow up trials for all three drugs are ongoing and are expected to be
presented instantly in upcoming liver meetings (AASLD, EASL). Detailed results of study designs and
interim results as presented at previous meetings are summarized in a recent review [108]. Responding
to the urgent medical need of novel drugs for chronic Hepatitis D, Lonafarnib and Myrcludex B
received orphan drug status by the European Medicines Agency (EMA) and the U.S. Food and Drug
Administration (FDA). Lonafarnib received “Fast Track Status” by the FDA in 2015. Myrcludex B
received “prime eligibility status” by the EMA in May 2017.

Table 4. Overview of the three novel antiviral drugs in clinical phase II development.

Drug Target Mechanism Clinical Trial
Identifier(s) Company

Lonafarnib Farnesyl
transferase

Assembly
inhibition

NCT02430181
NCT02430194

Eiger Bio (Palo Alto,
CA, USA)

Nucleic acid
polymers HBsAg? HDV release

inhibition?
NCT02233075
NCT02876419

Replicor (Montreal,
QC, Canada)

Myrcludex B hNTCP Entry inhibition NCT02637999 Myr GmbH (Burgwedel,
NI, Germany)
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5.3.1. Lonafarnib

Lonafarnib prevents farnesylation of the C-terminal Cys211 residue in the L-HDAg through
inhibition of farnesyl transferase, a key enzyme in the prenylation pathway [30,116]. The subsequent
blockade of RNP-particle envelopment [117] results in intra-hepatocellular accumulation of HDV
replicative intermediates, without shutting down replication per se. Thus, the reduction of HDV serum
RNA-levels is directly related to HDV assembly (similar to the effect of a NUC for HBV release) and
does not primarily lead to a reduction of infected hepatocytes in the liver. However, one effect of
Lonafarnib could be accelerated turnover of infected hepatocytes through direct cytotoxic effects of the
accumulating replicative intermediates or enhanced immune mediated killing of cells. Such possible
modes of action have to be verified in future experiments. Preclinical efficacy of Lonafarnib has
been demonstrated in vitro and in mouse models [63,118]. Since Lonafarnib inactivates an essential
cellular enzyme [119] and influences important cellular signaling pathways (e.g., the farnesylation of
molecules like c-Ras) a particular concern is the long-term tolerability in patients. Initially developed as
an anti-cancer drug Lonafarnib has been explored in several clinical phase I and phase II trials [120,121].
A pronounced dose dependent reduction of HDV serum RNA levels has been described in a short-term
4-week study [109]. This demonstrates the efficacy of the drug in vivo, however pronounced adverse
events related to drug toxicity were described (weight loss, gastrointestinal side effects.). This led
to combination with ritonavir, an inhibitor of CYP3A4, which results in higher local concentrations
of the drug in the liver. In this setting, Lonafarnib was tolerated longer leading to reduction of viral
loads up to 3.2 log10 [110]. In a subsequent still ongoing trial (LOWR HDV-2), patients receive further
reduced doses of Lonafarnib (75 mg, 50 mg or 25 mg twice a day) in combination with Ritonavir and
with or without pegIFNα for 12–24 weeks. Regarding the virological responses the triple therapy with
25 mg Lonafarnib, 100 mg Ritonavir and pegIFNα showed HDV RNA reduction below the limit of
quantification in 5/5 patients at week 24. It will be interesting to see the course of HDV RNA levels
during follow up and whether a sustained response after withdrawal of the drug can be observed.
It will further be challenging to clinically manage the side effects associated with Lonafarnib, in the
event that “functional cure” cannot be achieved and indefinite treatment durations are required.

5.3.2. Nucleic Acid Polymers (REP2139Ca)

Nucleic acid polymers (NAPs) represent a diverse group of oligonucleotides that have been
described as agents with a broad spectrum of antimicrobial activity, including inhibition of HIV, HSV
or LCMV [115]. The initially proposed mode of action was the interference of NAPs with molecules
involved in promoting virus entry (e.g., heparan sulfate proteoglycans). Regarding their antiviral
activity against hepadnaviruses, selected NAPs were tested in the duck hepatitis B virus model
system. These studies indicated that one compound (REP2006) affected predominantly viral entry
while another compound (REP2055) affected DHBV even after establishment of infection leading
to accumulation of the drug in duck hepatocytes and a suppression of duck hepatits B virus S-Ag
secretion [122,123]. Based on the results in the DHBV model, the first two clinical trials were performed
in HBV mono-infected patients [124]. Since the results of these trials indicated a pronounced reduction
of serum HBsAg levels, the NAP REP2139-Ca was tested in chronic HDV-infected patients (REP301).
12 HBV/HDV co-infected individuals received monotherapy of 500 mg REP2139-Ca (i.v. once a
week) for 15 weeks, followed by combination of 250 mg of the drug with 180 µg pegIFNα for another
15 weeks. PegIFNα was maintained for another 33 weeks and patients were followed up for 24 weeks.
Interim results showed a strong reduction of serum HDV RNA accompanied by a pronounced decline
in serum levels of HBsAg. A detailed summary of the presented data can be found in [108,115] and on
the web site of the company [125]. Recent in vitro data indicate that the inhibitory effect of selected
NAPs on HBV entry is abrogated by modification of the 2′-OH of the ribose by a methyl group. Thus,
entry inhibition can be excluded as the mode of action of REP2139 (which is a 2′O-methyl ribose
derivative) in the HDV trial [126]. Remarkably, the same study did not see inhibition of HBsAg
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secretion by REP2139 in HBV-infected HepaRG-cells, raising the question on how the drug induces the
observed reduction of HBsAg-serum levels in patients.

5.3.3. Myrcludex B

Synthetic lipopeptides that mimic the receptor binding-site within the preS1-domain of the HBV
L-protein potently block HBV and HDV infection in cell culture and in a humanized mouse model at
sub-nanomolar concentrations [46,127–129]. Myrcludex B, the lead substance has been characterized
regarding its hepatotropism [13,130,131] and has been shown to specifically bind hNTCP in the
liver. Remarkably, Myrcludex B targets NTCP of some other species (e.g., mouse, rat and dog) and
accumulates at the sinusoidal membrane of differentiated hepatocytes in vivo after intravenous or
sub-cutaneous administrations. It associates in vivo with NTCP with half-life times of about 16 h
in mice [130,131] and chimpanzees [38]. Myrcludex B inhibits the bile acid transporter function of
NTCP [13,132] and induces an increase of conjugated bile acid levels in humans when administered at
doses >3–4 mg/person [133]. The IC50 of Myrcludex B for bile salt transport inhibition (~47 nM) and
HBV and HDV receptor inactivation (80 pM) differ substantially (>500-fold) indicating that HBV/HDV
receptor blockade can be achieved without complete saturation of the transporter with the drug.
NTCP knockout mice are viable and show no abnormalities beside a slight retard in growth [134].
Recently, several persons with elevated bile salt levels but without apparent clinical syndromes were
identified by chance and a functional knock down of NTCP could be assigned [135,136]. Thus, NTCP
is presumably eligible for prolonged treatment durations. Myrcludex B has successfully passed phase
I safety studies [137] and entered phase IIa clinical trials (Myr-201) in HBeAg-negative HBV and
HBV/HBV co-infected patients [138,139]. In the HBV/HDV sub study including 24 HDV/HBV
co-infected patients, Myrcludex B was administered in a low, non-NTCP-saturating dose (2 mg daily)
either alone, or in combination with pegIFNα for 24 weeks. PegIFNα alone was applied as a control.
Myrcludex B was well tolerated and only a slight increase of bile salts was observed. At week
24 HDV RNA declined by more than 1 log in all arms and became negative in two patients each
in the Myrcludex B and pegIFNα control arm. Remarkably, negativation was observed in five of
seven evaluable patients of the Myrcludex B/pegIFNα combination arm, indicating a synergistic
effect of pegIFNα and Myrcludex B. HBV DNA levels were significantly reduced at week 24 in the
Myrcludex B/pegIFNα cohort [138,139]. Two ongoing multicenter studies with higher Myrcludex B
doses are currently followed: In the Myr-202 trial (n = 120) Myrcludex B is administered for 24 weeks
at 3 different doses (2 mg, 5 mg and 10 mg) in combination with tenofovir versus tenofovir alone.
The second study (Myr-203) combines two doses of Myrcludex B (2 mg and 5 mg) with IFNα for
48 weeks versus Myrcludex B or IFNα alone.

6. Conclusions

The re-interest of academic institutions and pharmaceutical companies in HBV research aiming at
a better understanding of HBV molecular biology and consequently leading to improved therapies
for chronic Hepatitis B also affected HDV research. The availability of in vitro infection systems (as
diverse as robust NTCP-expressing hepatoma cell lines for high throughput screening approaches
or stem-cell derived hepatocytes to study replication under conditions close to primary hepatocytes)
will soon lead to new compounds with novel modes of action on HBV and eventually also on HDV.
Available and NTCP-based future animal models will allow verifying and optimizing the activity
of these compounds in vivo. Application of these novel systems will improve our understanding
on HDV host interactions (e.g., innate immune activation, host factors dependency required for or
counteracting against HDV replication, role of the adaptive immune system in elimination of infected
cells etc.) in the future

Finally, the already improved state of drug development for chronic HDV-infected patients and
the awareness of authorities like the EMA and the FDA for the high medical need to make such
drugs instantly available to patients raises a reasonable hope that specific treatment regimens will get
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approval within the near future. However, it remains a key question whether elimination of HDV
can be achieved. In the best case this would be accomplished by elimination or at least control of
HBsAg-producing cells, (including those that may express HBsAg from integrates without replicating
HBV). Whether this goal can be reached within the coming years is questionable. Thus, the results of
the ongoing and still upcoming trials will teach us whether sustained repression of HDV replication
can be achieved within a reasonable period of treatment (“functional cure”) or whether long-term
therapy with tolerable drug regimens (as currently performed with NUCs in chronic HBV-infected
patients) will be required.
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